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London - March 31, 2014: NEW SPARTA, the private office of Ashmore Co-
Founder and emerging markets expert Dr. Jerome Booth, has agreed subject to 
contract to buy a majority stake in BUSINESS NEW EUROPE (bne) and 
EMERGING MARKETS DIRECT. 
 
bne is the leading source of English-language business, economics and political 
news and analysis covering the 30 countries in Central, Eastern and Southeast 
Europe and the Former Soviet Union. 
 
Emerging Markets Direct is a news, data, and information company and also the 
publisher of IntelliNews, an economics and politics news and views wire covering 
Central and Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa (CEEMEA). 
 
On completion, bne and INTELLINEWS will merge - with Dr. Booth taking a majority-
stake in the joint entity, BNE-INTELLINEWS. Having established the investigative 
news website Exaro in 2011, this acquisition will be the first step in Dr. Booth’s 
ambition to build a media operation focused on providing objective news, analysis 
and commentary on leading emerging markets. 
 
Set up in 2006, bne covers “New Europe” - from Estonia to Albania, from Poland to 
Mongolia, a market of more than 300m people with a combined stock market 
capitalization of $2,000bn. Led by award-winning Moscow-based journalist Ben Aris 
and Managing Editor Nick Watson in Prague, bne has a monthly print magazine, 
subscription website and various specialist newsletters. With a network of 45 
correspondents, based from Riga to Astana, from Istanbul to Ulaanbaatar, bne 
boasts several centuries of cumulative experience covering dynamic, complex new 
markets often ignored by “mainstream” Western media. 
 
Ben Aris, Founder/Editor of bne: 
 
“There’s some English-language newswire reporting of these countries but it’s 
patchy and not geared towards business. Most coverage focuses on the ‘what’ 
of the news with very little on the ‘why’ - which is bne’s core function. Our 
correspondents are all regional specialists. Most have lived and worked in the 
places they cover for at least a decade or are the best local journalists. We 
draw on their experience and contacts to deliver insightful, forward-looking 
analyses of where each country is going, putting news events in context while 
providing pragmatic and actionable information for investors and companies 
working in or with the region”. 
 
bne also acts as an “intelligence filter”, absorbing research generated by investment 
banks, institutional investors and think-tanks, distilling the best into e-mailed lists 
(with backlinks) and newsletters, together with bne’s own premium content. 
Subscribers find 90% of what they need in 10% of the reading time. 
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Since 2000, IntelliNews has provided daily e-mailed reports and intra-day updates 
consisting of news, analysis, comment and forecasts on macroeconomics, politics 
and financial/corporate news across 15 countries in Central and Eastern Europe, as 
well as regionally for the Middle East/North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia.   
 
Designed to meet the needs of analysts in the City of London and elsewhere, 
IntelliNews reports arrive by 0700 GMT, so influencing daily trading/business 
strategies. IntelliNews also produces numerous weekly/monthly reports and country-
specific and sector-based studies, as well as the QuERIdata.com service, which 
tracks and forecasts trade, market demand and production data for more than 400 
commodity groups in over 70 countries and regions. 
 
James Hammond, Founder/CEO of IntelliNews: 
 
“I’m delighted to join bne and New Sparta in this exciting venture. Emerging 
markets generate 46% of global output, rising to 55% by 2025 according to 
QuERI forecasts. Our combined strengths and experience will create a 
formidable media operation with diversified revenue streams including 
recurring subscriptions for editorial/data products, plus innovative and best-in-
class print and digital advertising platforms. We’ll help customers make money 
on the strength of our editorial expertise and reach”. 
 
The agreement will see New Sparta finance a major expansion and development of 
BNE-INTELLINEWS over the next three years. This will include further investment in 
written and audio-visual editorial, a website revamp and a sustained marketing and 
subscription-building campaign. 
 
Ben Aris, Founder/Editor of bne: 
 
“The bne team has worked hard since 2006 to create a viable information 
business covering a region that, for too long, has been woefully under-
reported and misunderstood. Teaming up with Jerome Booth, who not only 
shares our ambition for bne, but is a leading authority on emerging markets, is 
a superb match”. 
 
Dr. Jerome Booth, New Sparta: 
 
“Ben and his team have done an impressive job with bne. I’m full of admiration 
for what they’ve achieved. Jim Hammond, too, has built an innovative and 
competitive business. It makes sense to combine our talents and resources 
and I have high hopes our venture will be a huge editorial and commercial 
success. We’re ready to take BNE-INTELLINEWS to the next level, creating 
world-leading emerging markets business news and analysis”. 
 
“Western coverage of emerging markets remains deeply skewed. In contrast, 
bne is evidence-driven, objective and financially literate - features often lacking 
in the emerging markets coverage I read in even the most respectable Western 
business publications. We can replicate bne’s proven model of on-the-ground 
emerging markets reporting, with a focus on business and economics, in other 
parts of the world too. This company should see significant growth over the 
next 5-10 years, as such markets go mainstream”. 
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Under this agreement, Liam Halligan will join BNE-INTELLINEWS as Editor-at-
Large, contributing a monthly column and strategic advice. Well-know for his weekly 
Economics Agenda column in the Sunday Telegraph, Liam has years of experience 
living and working in Russia, as Co-Founder of Russian Economic Trends, a Moscow 
Times columnist, reporter/analyst for The Economist, Economist Intelligence Unit and 
Euromoney and, latterly, as Chief Economist at Prosperity Capital Management. 
 
Notes to Editors: 
 
BEN ARIS is Founder/Editor of bne. Amongst the longest serving foreign 
correspondents in Eastern Europe, Ben has covered Russia since 1993, with stints in 
the Baltics and Central Asia. A former Daily Telegraph Moscow bureau chief, Ben 
was Contributing Editor at The Banker and Euromoney for a decade, and also  
Russia correspondent for The Business, as well as a regular contributor to titles 
including The Wall Street Journal, Financial Times and Institutional Investor. In 2003, 
Ben moved to Berlin as acting bureau chief for The Guardian before founding bne in 
2006. He returned to Moscow, where he is currently based, in 2009. Ben was voted 
“Best Foreign Business Correspondent in Russia” by Ria Novosti in 2011 and 2012. 
 
JAMES HAMMOND founded Emerging Markets Direct in 2011 as a vehicle for the 
MBO of IntelliNews from Euromoney’s ISI Emerging Markets, where he was Director 
and Executive VP of Global Marketing, Product Development and Acquisitions. 
Purchases he made for the company included BPR, CEIC, LiquidAfrica, InfoLatina 
and KNS, which was rebranded IntelliNews in 2000. James launched ISI’s IFIS 
(Islamic Finance Information Service) and DealWatch products. Earlier in his career, 
he headed ISI’s Latin American operations out of Mexico City and, prior to ISI, was 
Associate Publisher (Latin America) for World Times Inc.. 
 
NICK WATSON is Co-Founder and Managing Editor of bne. An award-wining 
journalist, he has been based in Tokyo for eight years, New York for three years, 
London for three years and lived for a decade in Prague. Nick has written for The 
Financial Times, Globe & Mail and Moscow Times, as well as being Central and 
Eastern European correspondent for The Deal, Correspondent/Editor for 
International Herald Tribune TV, senior European editor for TheStreet.com, and 
Editor/Correspondent for Knight-Ridder Financial News. Nick is Co-author of "The 
Bond Bible" - a book about the US bond markets (Prentice Hall, 1999). 
 
DR JEROME BOOTH is an economist and commentator on emerging markets and 
global economic events. Through his private office, New Sparta, he manages a 
number of investments. Dr. Booth was part of the MBO team that in 1999 established 
Ashmore - which has since grown into the world’s leading asset manager focused on 
emerging markets, with some $75bn AUM. Dr. Booth retired from Ashmore in 2013 
and is currently a Visiting Professor at Cass Business School and a Governor of 
Anglia Ruskin University. His first book - “Emerging Markets in an Upside Down 
World: Challenging Perceptions in Asset Allocation and Investments” - was published 
by Wiley in March 2014. 
 
For more information please contact: 
 
Jackie Balchin - jbalchin@newsparta.net - 0207 124 2405, 07928 764859 
Vicky Watkins - vicky.watkins@mhpc.com - 0203 128 8770, 07940 005979 


